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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
Throughout the year MCRN has continued to provide support and leadership across the community
sector in the Blue Mountains. MCRN is a major contributor to many committees, forums and
interagencies, we advocate on behalf of the sector and collaborate with various government and nongovernment agencies across NSW.
This year, the Family and Community Services Targeted Earlier Intervention Reform (TEI) and Stronger
Families Alliance (SFA) – for which Blue Mountains City Council and MCRN form the ‘Backbone’ – have
been a major focus of MCRN activity on behalf of the Blue Mountains community sector.
FACS TEI has been one of the overriding issues for the community sector across NSW, and as such, has
been of primary importance to many of our members. The TEI focus on funding supports for a small
number of population groups has the capacity to substantially impact on the range of supports and
services provided by community organisations.
As the MCRN Manager, Kris has continued to represent the Blue Mountains sector on the Nepean Blue
Mountains District TEI Working Group and, along with other local representatives, has advocated
strongly for inclusion of a wider range of target groups within the TEI reform. This Working Group met
for many months to discuss and agree what would be the local priorities for the TEI reform; however,
much of this effort was discarded when we were combined with the larger Western Sydney district.
MCRN will continue to advocate for those local priorities to be instrumental in the roll out of the TEI.
Supporting the Stronger Families Alliance (SFA) is a long-standing commitment of MCRN and Kris is
part of the “backbone” group which sets the direction of the project in development of the indevelopment Child, Youth & Family Plan. The importance of this project across the Blue Mountains
cannot be ignored. It addresses many of the major issues within the TEI and can position local
organisations to be full participants in the TEI reform process.
Another successful project convened by MCRN is the Resilience & Preparedness Group (R&P). This
group grew out of the community sector’s active and essential participation in the recovery from the
2013 bushfires in Springwood/Winmalee/Yellow Rock and Mt Victoria/Mt York. Through the efforts of
the R&P Group, there is a growing acknowledgement of the important role community organisations
play in any disaster recovery situation. MCRN has been invited to present at several national
conferences and has been instrumental in raising the key messages that emergency services cannot do
it all, that a partnership approach to community recovery is necessary, and resources to support this
partnership must be pre-planned. The Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience has recently
expressed its gratitude for Kris’s contribution to developing the revised Community Recovery
Handbook, which is available to support recovery professionals across Australia.
A major role for MCRN is to promote and resource local networking opportunities. We do this by
convening interagencies, groups and forums; disseminating news and information (the BMCI eBulletin
and MCRN website are especially valuable); and encouraging networks and collaboration between
services. The range of networks and issues is vast, covering areas such as: homelessness and
affordable housing; mental health issues; multicultural, migrant and refugee support; and the general
community sector interagency (BMCI).
The importance of this role to our overall purpose cannot be underestimated – it is in our name
“Mountains Community Resource Network” and it is vital to ensuring there is an informed, connected
and resilient community sector in the Mountains.
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The MCRN Board has been actively reviewing MCRN and its governance processes. We have regularly
discussed sustainability issues for the organisation and, like many of our members, much will hinge on
the TEI outcomes and funding decisions. Reviewing Work Health and Safety issues became more
urgent when it was discovered that one exit from the building was impeded by a locked gate (an
unpleasant surprise), which led on to consideration of updating all MCRN policies and procedures. This
last task will be an ongoing “work in progress” for the incoming Board.
Finally, many “thanks” are in order.
I would like to thank Kris and the staff team, without you, nothing would be possible for moving MCRN
forward. My colleagues on the MCRN Board are also invaluable and have greatly assisted me in my
Chairperson role, regularly providing insight, professionalism and wise counsel. Importantly, I would
like to thank the community sector across the Mountains. Your valuable input to MCRN and tireless
support for our community makes the Blue Mountains a wonderful place to live and work.
I wish the incoming Board great success in continuing the work of MCRN into the future.

Jo Ridley
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Manager’s Report
MCRN Team
Glenda Kelly has continued to a tower of strength in service support, as well as
managing all of MCRN’s communications functions (the eBulletin, the website, and
the BM4U Facebook page) in her part-time role. In addition, she deals with MCRN
membership, Meeting Room bookings, and updating MCRN’s Policies and
Procedures! MCRN could not function without Glenda, and as always we say a
heart-felt ‘Thank You’.

Kirsty Andrews
Kristy’s bubbly personality and ‘cando’ attitude have made her a real
asset to the MCRN team, and we are
very lucky to have her warmth and
her professional expertise. The
audits have all gone smoothly, which
is a testament to her skills and
dedication.

Communications
MCRN’s role as the central information hub for the Blue Mountains community sector has continued
this year - with Glenda’s amazing work on the website continuing to provide evident benefits to the
sector, and a slow but steady increase in the traffic to our sector-wide Facebook page
(BlueMountains4U), our Twitter account, and our weekly eBulletin:
MCRN Social Media Statistics 2017-18
Website: www.mcrn.org.au:
Unique Visitors

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

No. of Visits

17,483
9,019
9,821
22,315
13,817

34,991
28,275
22,016
32,903
19,584

Pages

244,479
746,180
904,015
465,538
160,643

Hits

332,793
818,744
1,005,788
79,426
22,804

Average Visits
per Unique
Visitor

Average
Pages per
Visit

2
3
2
1.5
1

7
26
41
14.1
8

eBulletin:
No. of weeks distributed
No. distributed
2013-14
2014-15

103
121

Total distributed
47
47

4841
5687
4

2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

45
46
47

133
136
147

5985
6256
6762

BM4U Facebook Page:

2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

TOTAL Page Likes
158
258
435
525
607

New Likes
6
1.2
177
90
118

Weekly Total
Reach
119
155.7
273
446.4
791

People Engaged
21
22.3
29
30
69

Demographics to Date – People Who Liked BM4U

Gender Female: 75%

Male: 19.3%

Age 13-17: 0.2% 18-24: 1.8%

25-34: 14.7%

Unknown: 1.6%

35-44: 32.9%

45-54: 25.5%

55-64: 15.8%

65+: 9.1%

Twitter:
2013-14
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18

Followers
253
401
538
623
704

No. of Tweets
5016
5484
5981
# ‘Impressions’ = 61,700
# ‘Impressions’ = 80,718

Advocacy & Representation
A wide variety of issues were raised during this period which MCRN (and the peaks with which we are
involved as partners) raised on behalf of the sector and our community, such as:
❖ The issue of most concern and interest to the sector over the few past years has been the proposed
Targeted Earlier Intervention Program (TEIP) reforms.
▪ FACS’ mantra of ‘no new money’ means it is still not yet clear what the ramifications of this
might be. The Minister has still not signed-off on the Regional (WSNBM) priorities; which
means that no new contracts or Program Level Activities (PLAs) can yet be negotiated.
▪ There have been some concerns expressed in the local (BM, Hawkesbury & Lithgow, in
particular) District that the broader target group of reflecting ‘and their community’ was being
lost in a narrow focus on the three priority groups (of children & young people, Aboriginal
families and young parents) which do not reflect wider issues we face in the BM (such as
rapidly ageing population, mental health, homelessness, domestic violence, etc.).
▪ We continue to advocate strongly that ‘lighthouse’ BM initiatives (such as Stronger Families
Alliance, Harwood, BLINN and Resilience & Preparedness) should be used as models for the
reforms, not ‘thrown out with the bathwater’. I am pleased to report that there have been
encouraging responses from FACS on at least some of these issues, but we await the
upcoming contract negotiations to see how these will work out in practice.
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▪ We will continue to advocate that the reporting mechanism which FACS is proposing to utilise
(DECS) – which, while appropriate for intensive case-management, is completely
inappropriate for soft-entry and universal service options. FACS assure us that modifications
are in train, but it is difficult to envisage at this point how effectively and appropriately this
can be done with the DECS database.
▪ There is also a concern that FACS is apparently proposing that all services utilise the Personal
Wellbeing Index (PWI) as a kind of ‘before and after’ measure, for which is was certainly not
designed or intended – we will continue our advocacy around this issue.
❖ We continue to advocate for the use of the Harwood approach to community engagement and
community consultation. The Blue Mountains & Lithgow Integrated Neighbourhood Network
(BLINN) consortium and Stronger Families Alliance have embarked on a comprehensive program
of Harwood #ASK and Community Conversations exercises around the issue of ‘Safety’ – what
does this mean to our residents and children and young people (eg mobility & access? street
lighting? lack of footpaths? public transport? train travel? crime?) and what it will take to
achieve this.
▪ BLINN have agreed that this program of community engagement and consultation is ongoing
‘core business’ for all consortium members; and
▪ in the case of the SFA, the questions (to children, young people and their families) are aimed
at genuine community input into the development of the new Child & Youth Plan.
❖ Sadly, we have lost almost all of the TAFE Outreach functions in the Blue Mountains – with the
single exception of the re-named Cultural and Linguistic Diversity Coordinator. This has
compounded the impacts of cuts to TAFE staff and programs over the past few years - which are
hurting many of the most disadvantaged in our community, and have serious consequences for
the sector’s ability to value-add to our work, especially with our more vulnerable residents.
❖ Evaluation or measurement of impact/outcomes - including input to SFA measurement and
evaluation; and particularly in relation to the TEIP reform process. I’m pleased to report that the
most recent iteration of the TEI Outcomes Framework is a significant improvement on the initial
version, generally actual outcomes rather than a mixture of outputs/activities and outcomes. There
has also been a move towards recognition of the Personal Wellbeing Index as a population level
measure of outcomes – good news for Stronger Families Alliance members who are already in the
process of collecting such benchmark data.
❖ Sector development (and the role of regional and sub-regional Peaks in the emerging funding and
policy landscape).
❖ Inequality, and its effects on society at large (not just the marginalised) continued to be an issue on
the local, State and national agenda this year.
▪ this advocacy included ongoing work around a raft of measures proposed in recent Federal
Budgets (since the infamous 2014 Budget), plus ongoing proposals which continue to vilify the
vulnerable in our communities; eg:
- the partial loss of the No Interest Loan Scheme (NILS) from the BM Neighbourhood
Centres which originally developed the model;
- proposed drug-testing of Newstart recipients;
- ongoing advocacy around Newstart payments (which have not been increased since 1994,
and are now way below the poverty line; and a broad coalition, including business
leaders, is calling on government to #RaiseTheRate by at least $75 a week);
- the PaTH so-called ‘internships’ for unemployed;
- roll-out of the mandatory welfare card, which has no proven outcomes, and in practice
has seen significant down-sides;
- removal of the ‘safety net’ for those on bridging/humanitarian visas, forcing many into
instant poverty and homelessness;
- housing inequality, the housing bubble and homelessness.
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❖ Three major initiatives that the BM LGA is currently involved in are absorbing much of my
energy/time:
o A more intense role as part of the SFA Backbone – now with a full team at last from BMCC! –
maintaining the momentum of both SFA Main Group and Executive in the development of the
new Child, Youth & Family Plan; and co-convening one of the new Implementation Groups
(Children Start School Ready to Learn);
o Advocacy to FACS Head & District offices around the relevance, evidence-base and implications
of the TEI Reforms as they currently stand; and
o Ongoing work on R&P, including coordinating Get Ready! BM in spring each year.
Supporting unfunded groups
MCRN plays an important role in supporting and resourcing unfunded and/or unincorporated
community groups and social justice campaigns, and this year was no exception. MCRN auspices a
range of local action groups - including the Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters (BMETS) Project and Trek
for Timor, the BM Interfaith Group, Pink Mountains, and the Blue Mountains Trade Union Council’s
Politics in the Pub. You can read about their excellent work later in this report.

Community Sector Capacity Building
MCRN also offers a variety of support services to our Members, and support continued this year for
Member organisations, on request: specifically with Strategic Planning; and also Governance
workshops (e.g. Carver Governance Principles).
The BM community sector (the Neighbourhood Centres, and Stronger Families Alliance members) have
collectively embarked on a significant exercise of professional development in the Harwood approach
to community engagement. This process will see, for the first time, large-scale community
consultation processes across the LGA; and has been complemented by both FACS and some Council
staff also undertaking the two-year training. The advantage, in addition to a common understanding
of processes and the outcomes, will potentially be a shared language in terms of advocacy based
directly on the views of residents. MCRN is actively supporting this approach. The approach is also
now forming a significant element of community consultation and engagement for the Stronger
Families Alliance (eg in developing the new Child, Youth & Family Plan).

Network & Partnership Development
MCRN convenes, coordinates and provides secretariat support to five interagency groups in the Blue
Mountains – the Blue Mountains Community Interagency (BMCI), Mountains Multicultural Interagency
(MMI), the HOPE (Homelessness Prevention & Early Intervention) Interagency, the Resilience &
Preparedness (R&P) Group, and the Mental Health & Wellbeing Interagency. Thanks to some solid
planning, each group has a clear direction and blueprint for collaborative action.
Blue Mountains Community Interagency (BMCI): BMCI, which meets monthly, is the generalist
Interagency for the Blue Mountains community sector. Issues raised in the past 12 months include:
o working with a now fully-resourced BMCC Community Outcomes team, in a more effective
partnership approach.
o we met jointly with our local State and Federal MPs to raise a variety of issues for their advocacy
and support.
o as we have two elections (Federal and State – the latter already set for March 30th 2019) likely
within the next six months, BMCI has commenced a process of updating the Issues Fact Sheets,
which are distributed to candidates and form the basis of discussions with each candidate at BMCI
meetings in the lead-up to each election. Part of the updating is utilising Census 2016 data to
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update trends and identify issues; part of the work also involves improving our ‘storytelling’ skills
in the form of case-studies, and examples of proven outcomes from excellent programs developed
in the Mountains.
o ‘Meet the Candidate’ sessions are scheduled for early 2019 to discuss these issues.
Homelessness Prevention & Early Intervention (HOPE): HOPE Interagency meets every 2-3 months.
The position paper (Defaulting on the Australian Dream – Towards a Housing Strategy for the BM1)
which summarises HOPE’s advocacy agenda, continues to form the basis of advocacy and input to a
variety of consultation processes on housing affordability issues. HOPE is also represented on the
Steering Group for the Heading Home – Ending Homelessness Here! Project (MCRN and many HOPE
Interagency members are actively involved in this initiative - see later report on this project under the
‘Partnerships’ heading).
Mental Health & Wellbeing Interagency: The Mental Health & Wellbeing Interagency (MH&WI),
meets quarterly – with two of the meetings as the bi-annual Mental Health Networking Forum.
Standing Items on the Agenda include updates on: YMISA projects; projects such as Mental Health
Month and Blue Fringe Festival; Stronger Families Alliance (with a focus on wellbeing and youth); and
the progress towards a BM pilot of an ‘Open Dialogue’ approach within the formal mental health
system. The theme and speakers for the Mental Health Networking Forums are now regularly
proposed by interagencies. The very successful and much-loved Blue Fringe Festival is entering its 26th
year in 2018 - there remains significant passion & commitment around this program’s sustainable
continuity in the longer term, and hard work is well underway to make 2018 another successful
celebration of creativity and diversity.
Mountains Multicultural Interagency (MMI): MMI meets bi-monthly.
o The Working Group is proposing not one ‘event’ for Refugee Week, but what we hope will be a
more long-term and sustainable ‘reaching out’ to refugees (particularly those who settle at the
foot of the Mountains.
o The idea is to bring refugees and people who have sought asylum (settled around 5+ years, not
new arrivals) to the Mountains – primarily to meet people, share food and develop relationships;
also learn/teach some skills, and collaborate. Our initial 3 pilot workshops for refugees and people
seeking asylum were very successful
• we have made use of the valuable ‘lessons learned’ to better target and organise a series of
such workshops throughout 2018;
• we have developed a much closer and more effective relationship with the key liaison within
Settlement Services International;
• we have run our first successful bush-walking group
▪ with the active support of Leep, SSI, LMNC and NSW NP&WS Discovery Ranger Chris
Tobin, who provided a fantastic cultural experience for the Arabic-speaking participants
in a walk to Red Hands Cave in Glenbrook;
• other workshops next year will be more craft-oriented workshops and another bushwalk;
• already, some of the hoped-for ‘spin-offs’ are appearing – including a reciprocal Persian
Handcrafts workshop here for BM residents, possibly November 2018.
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Resilience & Preparedness Group (R&P):

➢ MCRN now represents the community sector on the Local Emergency Management Committee
(LEMC), as a permanent invited guest; as well as on the new standing sub-committee (Recovery &
Resilience). This is a major step forward, as it puts community recovery and resilience at the core of
emergency planning in the LGA.
➢ The National Working Group reviewing the Community Recovery Handbook (as part of
implementing the National Disaster Recovery Framework) finalised its ‘refresh’ of the Handbook (a
full re-write is not due for a few years) at the end of December 2017
• the Handbook is really designed for staff in government (State Emergency Management)
• my major contribution was to keep bringing the conversation back to the role of ‘nontraditional’ organisations and groups in the recovery (particularly longer-term recovery) space;
advocate for broader responses to encompass diversity; and to differentiate ‘community’ from
‘community sector’.
➢ MCRN (on behalf of R&P), has presented at a variety of conference or forums around the role of the
community sector in emergency management, long-term recovery, and resilience-building; as well
as reiterating our theme of the urgent necessity of emergency and community sectors building
relationships and partnerships. In all these cases, the conference organisers, in recognition of lack
of funding of community sector organisations, have generously arranged sponsorship of conference
registration, travel & accommodation costs to enable us to attend:
• Recovery Capability Workshop in Sydney in July, hosted by Office of Emergency Management
for the broader emergency response sector;
• OEM Workshop on Psychosocial Impact Assessments (early August);
• invited by AIDR (Australian Institute of Disaster Recovery) to make a short keynote speech focussing on the role of the community sector in emergencies - at the 2017 Resilient Australia
National Awards (held in Sydney in late November 2017);
• the VCOSS Diversity in Disaster conference held in Melbourne on 17-18 April 2018
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•

•

R&P were invited to present again at the ANZDEM (Australia NZ Disaster & Emergency
Management) conference on the Gold Coast 21-22 May 2018, as part of a Panel of community
sector organisations (Sarah U’Brien from Dungog Community Centre and Clr Elly Bird the
founder of Lismore Helping Hands), and Margaret Moreton as MC speaking to emergency
services and emergency management professionals on:
▪ the role that community sector organisations play in emergencies (whether recognised or
not), and
▪ what governments can do to effectively resource and support these on-the-ground
organisations in long-term recovery (i.e. anything over 4-6 months).
AFAC’s Lessons Management conference in Melbourne (where we were the only speakers from
the community/community sector).

Sarah U’Brien (Dungog Community Centre) & Kris Newton (MCRN)
at AFAC’s Lessons Management forum 2018

➢ MCRN were involved, on behalf of the community sector, in the Steering Committee for a BM
World Heritage Institute/NP&WS/RFS joint venture following on from the very successful film Fire
Stories (on the Leura/Wentworth Falls/Bullaburra fires of 1957). The same film-maker, Laura
Zusters, is involved again.
▪ the focus of the new film (Fire Stories: Living with Risk) is particularly on the strengths
which impacted residents found in themselves and their families/friends/community, and
what they have learned from the experience
▪ the film will be shown first (late August 2018) to invited guests (those directly impacted by
the 2013 fires) in a closed session; and later sessions on the same day will be open to the
public.
➢ OEM are proposing a ‘pilot of a pilot’ (in Dungog, Northern Rivers & BM LGAs) to trial the
development of Community Resilience Networks
• OEM recently spoke with the LEMC about the concept, and also met with both MCRN and
Council to discuss.
➢ Get Ready BM! 2017 - linking events such as RFS Get Ready! Weekend (shed Open Days) and the
annual BMEE Bushfire Community forum with themed community services sector activities around
preparedness - in the lead-up to the fire season (when we have maximum community motivation).
We again coordinated, on behalf of R&P, a calendar of events and a ‘spread’ in the Gazette; and
the FRRR grant also enabled printing of resources for the organisations involved, advertising,
evaluation, etc.;
• the organisation of the Calendar of events and its promotion, and coordination of dispersal of
resources to participating organisations, is a significant undertaking, and rather more of a
challenge without Jacquie (Resilience & Preparedness Coordinator);
• see summary of Evaluation below):
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Partnerships
MCRN continues to partner with Blue Mountains City Council, and we continue to work with Colin
Berryman and his re-invigorated Community Outcomes Team, to ensure the Blue Mountains is an
inclusive and wonderful place to live for all residents.
MCRN and BMCC are jointly the ‘backbone’ organisations for the Stronger Families Alliance (SFA). We
welcome the new Convenor of the Stronger Families Alliance, Patricia Darvall; and Rhiannon Walker,
the social researcher and data analyst who will be working part-time on the SFA Backbone team.
SFA Main Group Members are now well into Stage 2 of the agreed process of developing the new
Child, Youth & Family Youth Plan:
➢ we have finalised the full suite of Supporting Outcomes which underlie the overarching, or
Ultimate Outcomes;
➢ defined what information/data might effectively measure each outcome;
• and additionally identified what data (and data collection tools) is currently available (and
what might be available, eg in State Government Departments such as Health & Education,
and negotiate how to access this);
➢ in addition to revitalising the existing Implementation Groups (Neighbourhood Service Networks
aka Hubs, and the Child & Family Forum, with existing initiatives of the Child-Friendly City Group
- Bush Trackers and Paint the Blue REaD), new Implementation Groups have been developed to
create Action Plans for our work over the next 12-18 months (i.e. commence the development of
the new Plan):
• Children Start School Ready to Learn (School-Ready);
• Reducing Anxiety & Depression (Emotional Resilience);
• Confident and Engaged Parents (Confident Parenting); and
To support all this work we also have the Backbone - BMCC’s and MCRN’s role in supporting the
Alliance (eg the new SFA website at www.strongerfamilies.net.au; the data management system
and data dashboards to assist SFA Members, and BM residents, to track our progress against our
goals; a PD strategy to support Members to ‘be on the same page’ and ensure they maintain
strategic line of sight).
Each Implementation Group has now defined the outcomes it wants to achieve in the next 12-18
months, along with the ways we can measure our success against each outcome. This is the first
step in an iterative process (likely to take the next few years) which will result in the
development and endorsement of the final Child, Youth & Family Plan.
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We also represent the HOPE Interagency on the steering group for the Heading Home – Ending
Homelessness Here! Project in the Hawkesbury, BM and Nepean LGAs, a cross-sectoral collaboration
(between community sector organisations, real estate agents, Councils, Specialist Housing Services,
local media, etc.).
To date, the Heading Home – Ending Homelessness Here! Project has clearly demonstrated the value of
combining action research on the ground with a broad coalition of sectors supporting this collaborative
Housing First approach. While the initial project funding completed in 2016, Wentworth Community
Housing have seen such excellent outcomes that they will permanently fund a project coordinator into
the future; and the cross-sectoral Project Group leadership have continued the steering group
oversighting the project.
Each of the three LGSs involved faces different issues, and may likely choose to prioritise different
solutions.
Penrith City Council is keenly watching the development of the Tiny Homes project, being piloted in an
Australian first by Gosford City (see photos below of finished homes) for applicability to the Penrith
LGA.

The Project team has also planned a mini-Expo (10th November 2018, Springwood Hub) for landlords
and real estate agents on building Garden Flats, since most BM residents appear unaware of the recent
changes in regulations which allow these smaller dwellings to be detached from the main premises.
The concept is that RFS, Council’s Planning staff, and mortgage brokers will be present to talk
interested participants through the BAL levels, DA requirements, returns on investment etc; before
they move to see samples of Garden Flats and talk to the builders.
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We continue, when possible, to represent the broader community sector on the Coalition Against
Violence and Abuse (CAVA), and the Neighbourhood Centre Manager’s group, and on the Shared
Care Committee (the organising committee for the bi-annual Mental Health Networking Forum.
MCRN also represents Blue Mountains Community Builders-funded organisations (such as members of
BLINN, the consortium of BM and Lithgow Neighbourhood Centres) on the Regional Representative
Council of LCSA (Local Community Sector Association, NSW).

Research Utilisation
We continue to advocate for, and support, the Harwood approach to community consultation and
engagement. It enables the sector to access and utilise rigorous, grass-roots input to policy
development and advocacy (eg the SFA and development of the new Child, Youth & Family Plan; various
Council consultations on issues such as playgrounds or access for those with disability).
The consultation results so far are demonstrating encouraging consensus on key aspirations about the
kind of community BM residents wish for themselves, their children and young people, and (pleasingly)
other residents. The Harwood Community Conversations approach also allows us to do a ‘deeper dive’
to unpack those aspirations - what needs to be done at the local level to achieve those aspirations? –
and is beginning to provide us with rich and detailed data to support advocacy on a variety of key issues
for our community. In relation to the Stronger Families Alliance’s development of the new Child & Youth
Plan, it is also ensuring that the community is directly engaged in its development, owns the
aspirations/Outcomes in the final Plan, and can hold Council and the Community Sector to account for
the outcomes.
The Heading Home – Ending Homelessness Here! Project is also an excellent example of action research
– utilising empirical evidence on the ground (via the international benchmark of the VI-SPDAT) to design
interventions at the local level. The final Evaluation Report on the first stage of the project, undertaken
by Carolyn Quinn of C. Quinn Consultancy, was launched recently by Wentworth Community Housing,
acting as the Backbone organisation for the project - download from:
http://www.wentworth.org.au/news.html.

Governance
The MCRN Board is continuing the process of updating all Policy and Procedures documents – Financial
Policy, delegations, etc. is now completed and endorsed by the Board; Work Health & Safety (including
Emergency Procedures, building on Jacquie’s fantastic work) are underway, and the Board is considering
a ‘refresh’ of the full suite of policies (to ensure consistency of approach) next year.
I would again like to acknowledge the hard work of the MCRN Board. Without their passionate
commitment, their strategic thinking and their encouragement, MCRN - and the community sector itself
- would be so much the poorer. All the members of the Board are both volunteers and busy people in
their own right; we appreciate their generosity and contribution to the BM community sector (and
through them, to our community as a whole).

Kris Newton
Manager
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Annual Member Survey
In June 2017-18, MCRN had 58 financial Members (41 organisational, and 17 individuals).
The BM community sector has identified five key roles for MCRN as a sector development (peak)
organisation to provide effective support to our Members: Representation, Support, Capacity-building,
Relationships (Networks & Partnerships), and Communication (Information Clearing-house).
The latest results for our annual Member Survey are summarised below in a series of graphs and
charts, comparing outcomes from 2012-13 to 2017-18:

Representation
How beneficial is our representation to your organisation and your ability to strengthen our community?
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Support
How beneficial is our support to your organisation and your ability to strengthen our community?
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Capacity-building
How beneficial is our capacity-building to your organisation and your ability to strengthen our community?
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Relationships
How beneficial are our relationship-building activities to your organisation and your ability to strengthen our
community?
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Information Clearing-house
How beneficial are our information clearing-house activities to your organisation and your ability to
strengthen our community?
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Auspiced Groups

BLUE MOUNTAINS EAST TIMOR SISTERS
Report on Achievements 2017-2018
bmets@bmets.org.au; www.bmets.org.au
https://www.facebook.com/BlueMountainsEastTimorSisters
Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters (BMETS) nurtures our partnerships and friendships between
women in the Blue Mountains and women in East Timor. As we move into our fourteenth year we
continue to take the lead from Timorese women as to what they see as their priority projects.
BMETS Monthly Meetings continue to be held at MCRN on the first Monday of the month. These
regular meetings are well attended, with a number of new women joining the Group during the past
year. Thank you MCRN for providing space for our Meetings as well as an area to store our archives
and other items. This practical support enhances our ongoing auspice by MCRN, providing us with a
legal structure and insurance.
As reported last year we have moved our fundraising focus to increasing the number of regular and
one-off donations. This has been successful in increasing the BMETS bank balance enabling us to
continue support of our existing commitments as well as contributing to new projects.
We are proud to highlight our major achievements 2017-2018:
INFORMATION & AWARENESS
• Website: our website is soon to be re-launched
• Brochure: a newly designed brochure has been printed and distributed
• Facebook – our Facebook profile continues to grow with nearly 750 followers as we maintain
regular postings of our activities and cross posting of activities from other East Timor
organisations
• Sponsorship of Timorese women leader, Mana Alzira Reis to visit Blue Mountains. Mana
Alzira Reis, CEO Alola Foundation visited Australia during September 2017 and we were
delighted to welcome her to the Blue Mountains where she met with local BMET Sisters and
Supporters and updated us on Alola’s innovative and ongoing activities
• Hunter East Timor Sisters: BMETS’ sister group HETS raises funds and we work together on
awareness raising
• Timor Sea Justice Campaign – although there have been perceived positive developments in
the granting of oil rights to East Timor we continue to support this campaign via dissemination
of information.
RELATIONSHIPS WITH GROUPS IN TIMOR-LESTE
The ‘Blue Mountains’ continue to be well recognised in East Timor, based on funding and friendships
formed during visits to East Timor, of BMET Sisters as well as other organisations in the Blue
Mountains. BMET Sister, Jude Finch visited East Timor again during February 2018 to follow up and
review some of our projects in Dili and Hatobuilico. We continue our strong relationship with the Alola
Foundation, the Organisation continuing to manage our scholarship program and the Maubisse
Hospital Liaison Officer position. Rede Feto channels our funds for development of netball as a
women's sport and anti-violence strategy. We take pride in working with Hatutan and LBT (Lesbian,
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Bisexual, Transgender), new and vibrant groups who connect youth from different walks of life to
build an inclusive society where every youth has the opportunity to grow regardless of their
differences. ACbit, whose motto ‘learning from our past for a better future’ to end violence against
women, directs our funding to the Mauchiga Women’s Group project.
PROJECTS WE SUPPORT IN TIMOR-LESTE
We are delighted to share with you a snapshot of PROJECTS we have supported in Timor-Leste during
2017-2018.
Rede Feto advocate for women’s rights and gender issues
➢ 5th National Women’s Congress held every four years. Grant provided to Rede Feto as the Lead
Agency to cover core secretariat salaries. The Congress aims for Timorese women to be fully
empowered and satisfied in exercising their rights, to have fair access and control of their lives
and to actively participate in national development and nation building. The Congress is the
major consultation process to determine the priorities of the combined women’s movement in
Timor Leste and to reflect on progress, successes and obstacles in the struggle for gender justice.
➢ LBT (Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender) Group - BMETS gave a grant towards capacity building &
training
➢ Netball T-L - funding for food & equipment

Alola
➢ BMETS continue to support the education Scholarship Program supporting 16 girls and young
women to attend secondary school and university.
A wonderful achievement!
➢ Alola have agreed to continue
managing our funding for the
Maternal and Child Health
Liaison Nurse position at
Maubisse for a further year.
➢ The Hatobuilico Women’s
Development Project has
grown with our financial
support and under the guidance of Alola. Training in group and financial management and
women’s rights has been facilitated.
➢ Pre-school in Hatio – contribution for playground.
‘Gail’s Projects’ - Vale Gail Clifford - Gail was a long-standing
member of BMETS and also Blue Mountains Hatobuilico Friendship
Committee, as well as an AVI at Gembel Arts Collective, Maliana
Library and Ministry of Health – she is a big loss to East Timor as she
was a hands-on worker, a staunch advocate and a committed friend
to many young Timorese. A fund in Gail’s memory has been set up
to support her favourite projects.
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Wall2Wall Community Art project in Maliana is based on the stories from the community in Holsa,
made into art work on the side wall of the municipality building representing ‘uma lulik’ (sacred house)
and their original tais (weaving pattern) and combining with the horse’s head as the symbol of
Bobonaro Municipality.

AcBit - Mauchiga Women’s Group – continuing renovation of the Women’s Community Centre.
Ego Lemos / Permatil Permaculture School Garden project - BMETS contributed to funding for an
evaluation to be carried out to ensure and improve
the effectiveness of this program. Permatil is an
organisation that incorporates monitoring and
evaluation techniques as part of project life-cycles
and conducts training of locals and Permatil staff
and volunteers in monitoring and evaluation
techniques. The evaluation will provide evidence to
potential funding bodies and the T-L government
that the program is achieving its aims.
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER GROUPS IN THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
We continue to have advantageous collaborations with Timor-focused groups in the Blue Mountains
including again partnering in the very successful Trek for Timor 2018, organised through Together for
Timor.
BMET Sisters attended functions and worked with Springwood East Timor Support Group.
Our efforts in supporting East Timor have also been recognised by Blue Mountains City Council.
In May 2018, Trish Doyle MP, Member for Blue Mountains acknowledged the contributions made by
BMETS since its inception in 2004 in supporting scholarships, violence prevention and other women’s
projects in East Timor.
FUNDRAISING
• Trek for Timor 2018 / Leura Fair October 2017
• Blue Mountains City Council Library hosted a Quiz in September 2017 in collaboration with
BMETS, with profits from the night donated to BMETS towards education projects in East Timor
• Concert in memory of Gail Clifford held April 2018, featuring Ros Dunlop (clarinettist and longtime E-T supporter) and Ego Lemos (Timorese singer/songwriter)
• Raffles, Calendars
• Sales of East Timor tais, bags, table runners
• Regular and one-off donations
BMETS … GOING FORWARD
BMETS is well established, however we persist in our efforts to raise funds and maintain visibility of the
needs of our neighbours in East Timor. Our new brochure will continue to be distributed and together
with our re-vamped website and existing Facebook page, these will increase visibility of BMETS
throughout the Blue Mountains and elsewhere. BMETS’ ongoing existence and our continued support
of our Timorese partners and projects are in the forefront of our volunteer efforts.
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Blue Mountains Together for Timor Inc
Post: PO Box 86, Katoomba 2780

Blue Mountains Together for Timor Inc. (BM T4T) Annual Report for 2017 2018.
BM T4T was set up by interested Blue Mountains residents to develop and build on relationships
between our local communities and communities in Timor-Leste. We have a particular ‘Friendship”
with the remote mountainous area of Hatobuilico. BMT4T builds on this connection to develop
stronger international understanding and co-operation. We raise funds to enable development and
resources, especially in education and women’s leadership. BM T4T encapsulates representation from
the Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters, The BMCC Hatobuilico Friendship Committee and the
Springwood East Timor Support Group.
In the past year our work has involved many local residents to achieve great outcomes: There were
many self-funded visits by Blue Mountains residents to Timor-Leste: Jude Finch and Mary Waterford
worked in Australian Volunteer International roles in Timor Leste 2016 / 2017 and traveled to
Hatobuilico subdistrict on many occasions. John Tweedy, Louise Nash and Lesley Sammon travelled to
Timor / Hatobuilico in July 2017. Jude Finch returned again in February 2018 with Keith Wolfson
setting up an IT project in the school. Richard Engel accompanied 20 students and parent from
Springwood High mid-2018.

Our projects include:
Senior Secondary School:
BM T4T are integral to the establishment and on-going resourcing of the only Senior Secondary school
in Hatobuilico including providing funds for teacher salaries, subsidies for poor families, funds for
sports & music equipment and in 2018 supply second hand laptops to initiate a School IT Program. in
2018. We are sponsoring a visit of the Parish Priest and school Co-ordinator Padre Francesco Soares
Fernando and Community Development worker Frater Acacio Soares to the Mountains in August 2018,
which will bring immeasurable benefits to the relationship.
Girls learning IT skills at Hatobuilico
Senior High School

Blue Mountains projects have made
a big difference to opportunities for
girls in access to education including scholarships, IT, toilets,
menstrual packs and a school
boarding house.
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Taurema Primary School
BM T4T fundraised for the building of Taurema Primary School in a very remote area of the subdistrict. Previously children either had no schooling or walked for over 1 ½ hours to attend Hatobuilico
School. The 3 Classroom school opened with great fanfare in 2015 and developed to teach 130
students in 6 classes. We were deeply distressed to learn of the hugely adverse weather conditions in
January 2018 which resulted in the destruction of the roof, rendering the classrooms unusable. Our
fundraising efforts have raised almost all the cost of AUS$28,000 needed for a cyclone proof repair and
we are currently negotiating building contracts to have this roof restored, with completion late 2018.

BM Together for Timor and Blue
Mountains East Timor Sisters
representatives visit the Taurema school
in July 2017. Sadly, the school lost its roof
in January 2018 in extreme weather and
BMT4T is now fundraising for its
replacement.

Hatobuilico Women’s Initiatives
In partnership with Blue Mountains East Timor Sisters, BM T4T has facilitated the identification and
funding of six Women’s Leadership & Business Skills Project across the sub-district. This is an on-going
program in early development.
Hatobuilico Scholarship program implementation:
BM T4T facilitates the Hatobuilico Scholarship program funded by BMCC, enabling 6 young people
from the three sucos of Hatobuilico to attend University in Dili. BM T4T liaises with Alola Foundation in
Dili to administer the program and to monitor & support student progress. Supporting these students
to undertake tertiary qualifications helps build the capacity of the local Hatobuilico community. The
scholarship students are studying Financial Management, Law, midwifery, Agriculture, Pharmacy and
Information Technology.
Other projects:
• We have assisted in the development of preschool resources across the sub-district.
• BM T4T has also contributed to the building of Uma Ramelau – student accommodation for
Hatobuilico based university students studying in Dili.
• Tourism development for Mt Ramelau – Hatobuilico villa sits at the base of this sacred place for
Timorese and it is visited by tens of thousands of Timorese every year.
Plans 2018-2019:
• Continuation of the support for the senior secondary school and all the above programs.
• Funding the refurbishment of the roof on Taurema Primary School with stronger construction
methods.
• Partnerships with Sydney University for 20 Teaching Student placements and Western Sydney
University 10 Communications students are being explored with plans well under way for 20
students to visit Hatobuilico in 2019, funded under the Colombo Plan.
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BM TREK for Timor 2018
Funds to support BM T4T work are raised through the Blue Mountains Trek for Timor held every two
years with the efforts of many local volunteers. The 2018 Trek was held on Saturday 25 th August with
special guests Acacio Soares de Deus & Francisco Soares Fernandes attending from Hatobuilico. BM
T4T has a formal Partnership with Apheda Union Aid Abroad to transfer funds to Timor-Leste.
The TREK involves hundreds of walkers and over 50 volunteers and creates strong social capital in our
community as well as raising much needed funds for projects. In 2018 it raised over $70,000.

The fabulous Bush Lemons are the top
fundraisers in Trek for Timor 2018 –
raising over $5,000! They accepted a
challenge of agreeing walking in Rainbow
Tutus if their fundraising went over that!
www.trekfortimorbm.org.au

BM Trek for Timor has been auspiced by MCRN since its inception in 2010 and has this year become
officially a project of Blue Mountains Together for Timor Inc. in all of its legalities.
We look forward to a continuing partnership with Mountains Community Resource Network. BMT4T
very much appreciates the resourcing that we have always had from MCRN, from use of the meeting
room to auspicing TREK for Timor 2010 to 2016 and providing fundraising authority and many other
co-operative supports. Now that we are incorporated we no longer need the extent of this support but
deeply value the role MCRN has played in our development.
This auspicing role is a wonderful resource to many grassroots unfunded community organisations in
the Mountains, enabling building of social capital and resident engagement in social justice issues.
John Tweedy is acknowledged for contribution to BMT4T – he is having a sabbatical due to ill health.
Below: Timorese guests Padre Francisco & Frater Acacio of Hatobuilico with Together for Timor
Committee Anne Mckenzie, Susan Ambler, Mary Waterford, Richard Engels, Jude Finch, (absent David
Ludenia & Helen Boyton). Also present Councillor Romola Hollywood, Chair, BMCC Hatobuilico
Friendship Committee & Lesley Sammon of BMETS.
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BLUE MOUNTAINS UNIONS & COMMUNITY ANNUAL REPORT 2017-2018

"IT WAS THE BEST OF TIMES. IT WAS THE WORST OF TIMES, IT WAS THE AGE OF WISDOM, IT WAS
THE AGE OF FOOLISHNESS, IT WAS THE EPOCH OF BELIEF, IT WAS THE EPOCH OF INCREDULITY, IT
WAS THE SEASON OF LIGHT, IT WAS THE SEASON OF DARKNESS, IT WAS THE WINTER OF DESPAIR,
WE HAD EVERYTHING BEFORE US, WE HAD NOTHING BEFORE US..."
We live in one of the most beautiful parts of one of the wealthiest countries in the world - what could
possibly go wrong? Unfortunately, the answer is: plenty. Sometimes it feels like we're living in a 21st
Century version of Charles Dickens' two cities. For all the good things, there are too many bad things.
From wage theft to pay cuts, from battles over staffing ratios in hospitals and aged care facilities to
attacks on institutions we once took for granted - like the ABC, TAFE or even the local swimming pool.
All in all, BMUC members have had plenty to keep them busy over the past year.
CHANGE THE RULES: BMUC members, along with our friends at Penrith Valley Community Unions,
were the first group in the country to get behind the ACTU's Change the Rules Campaign. In the wake
of national scandals over wage theft and non-payment of entitlements to some of the country's lowest
paid workers - particularly in hospitality, the biggest private sector employer in the mountains - we
recognise that there's no hope of change until the rules of employment are changed, and organisations
like Fair Work Australia stop cutting penalties and deliver genuine justice in the workplace.
SING IT! SAY IT! CHANGE THE RULES: In recognition that the rules working against young people need
to change, BMUC is staging a singing and poetry contest on 15th September aimed especially at
younger Blue Mts residents - encouraging them to say in their own words what's wrong with the
system. We thank Unions NSW ($500) and the Public Service Association ($300) for contributing to the
total of $1,000 prize money.
THE RIGHT TO STRIKE: Over the last two decades, as union membership has declined in part due to
sustained pressure from right wing politicians and shock jocks, so have workers’ rights. Nobody goes
on strike lightly but the case of workers running NSW trains shows that under current NSW laws it's
next to impossible to take action, even when jumping through all the hoops set out under current
industrial legislation. Nobody knows this better than Alex Claassens, NSW Secretary of the Rail, Tram &
Bus Union, who'll be addressing a BMUC Politics in the Pub event in Katoomba on August 25.
COVER THE COAL WAGONS campaign began when two members of Doctors for the Environment
addressed a BMUC public meeting in Katoomba warning of the health dangers from coal train pollution
- later the EPA revealed to us that between 15 and 22 loaded coal trains travelled through the Blue
Mountains daily - some up to 60 wagons long. So far, we don't know the level of health risk in our
community because there's never been detailed air monitoring along the Blue Mountains rail corridor.
Now, after BMUC pressure the EPA has agreed to monitor the Blue Mountains air quality for the first
time. The EPA will be staging a workshop and appealing for nominees to join a steering group to
oversee the monitoring program.
STOPTAFE CUTS: BMUC Members are supporting the campaign to rebuild capacity of TAFEs to offer
high quality programs for all students following years of devastating cuts which have meant in
Australia overall TAFE's share of publicly funded hours declined from 81% in 2009 to 54% in 2016*.
Meanwhile thousands of students were ripped off at the hands of shonky private operators.
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FAIR FUNDING IN SCHOOLS: We're also backing the teachers’ union campaign for all schools to be
properly resourced; as the Fair Funding Now campaign says: "to meet the needs of every child and
help them reach their potential".
THE BIG STEPS NOW campaign covers early childhood educators - some of the lowest paid
professionals in the country. 97% are women and pay can be as low as $22 per hour.
TAFE, Fair Funding of Schools and early education will all be the subject of our annual Boz and Rod
Brooks Memorial Politics in the Pub on October 6th.
S.O.S - Save our Swims: BMUC members joined swim-ins, petitions and public meetings with a wide
cross section of the community in the campaign to save our public swimming pools from closure in
Katoomba, Lawson and Blackheath. At the time of writing BMCC has listened and agreed to save all the
pools except the two outdoor children's pools at Katoomba. Inspired by the PM's decision to give
$10m for a new pool in South Australia we’re now examining the possibilities of state or federal
funding to ensure the long-term future of Blue Mountains of public swimming pools.
ABC CUTS/ FAIRFAX TAKEOVER: It's been a bad year for journalism, with further cuts further
undermining the ABC; and the Nine bid to take over Fairfax threatening to make it even harder for
journalists to do their job. As the journalists’ union, the MEAA says: Fewer journalists=Fewer stories.
Fewer journalists means less scrutiny of government, less holding the powerful to account. BMUC is
attending rallies and lobbying in support of high standard journalism as essential to maintaining a
healthy democracy.
RETAIL AND FAST FOOD WORKERS UNION: During the year BMUC members met the national leader
of a new union covering Retail and Fast Food Workers. Josh Cullinan told us he'd been actively
campaigning against wage theft and had already returned more than a million dollars a year to pay
packets of members at some IGA and Bakers Delight stores in Victoria. Josh has been recruiting new
members in Katoomba.
THANKS: Once again I'd like to pay tribute to our secretary Deb Smith, whose energy and dedication is
vital to keeping the show on the road; and all members of the executive for their contributions
throughout the year. Thanks also to Carmel Blackburn and the Blackburn Family for their continuing
generous support; to Senator Doug Cameron's office for another year backing voluntary union activity
in the mountains; to MCRN for auspicing BMUC, and to the Lammimans for again opening their home
for the BMUC annual Christmas Party.
THE YEAR AHEAD: With state and federal elections due in 2019, next year promises to be busier still.
As Dickens said all those years ago: We have everything before us....
Kerry Cooke
President
Blue Mountains Unions & Community (Blue Mountains Unions Council Inc)

*source: Ass. Prof. Leesa Wheelahan, Melbourne University
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Blue Mountains Interfaith Group Activities 2017 - 2018
Meetings have been held monthly, at various venues. We have alternated business meetings with
sharing meetings, and also held three public events, explained below. We produced two issues of our
newsletter Light over the Mountain on the topics of Ritual, and Sound and Silence.
28th July,
Sharing meeting on The Land and Us.
6th August, public event.
Dialogue on Abrahamic religions, held at the Uniting Church Leura.
Speakers: Angela Moore (Jewish faith leader) and Kate Prowse (teacher of interfaith studies).
21st September, public event.
For the UN International Day of Peace we held a half hour meditation/prayer for world peace at the
Katoomba Cultural centre. Eight leaders of local faiths led the meditation/prayer.
Including the leaders and organisers, 51 attended.
27th October – AGM was held.
19th November, public event.
Our Spirituality Our Land was held at the Brahma Kumaris.
It was a celebration of our shared spirituality, in the context of an expression of our shared love of the
land and also on the topic of This Land Our Mother. About 40 attended.
26th Jan.
Sharing meeting on Sound and Silence.
24th March,
Sharing meeting on Prayer.
26th May,
Sharing meeting on Faith.
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Pink Mountains Annual Report 2017-18
Pink Mountains has been active in 2017/18 but not as active as previous years.
A number of changes have taken place in the running of Pink Mountains including a complete change
of leadership. Tiph and Peter have completely stepped away, choosing to focus on other things; and
Kevin has greatly reduced his involvement due to poor health. Jonathan Llewellyn has stepped up as
the convenor. Jonathan has been an active part of Pink Mountains for many years; Jonathan is now
the key contact for Pink Mountains.
One of the major events of the past year was the resounding ‘YES’ vote in the postal ballot on
Marriage Equality. While the pre-ballot process was often painful, and sometimes dangerous or
insulting, to the LGBTIQA+ community, the result was heart-warming, and worthy celebrations across
the country marked its overwhelming ‘Yes’ vote in Parliament.

Pink Mountains Youth:
The main activity of Pink Mountains has been running the monthly
Pink Mountains Youth group, a partnership with Mountains Youth
Services Team, both in Katoomba and Springwood. Run by volunteers,
Pink Mountains Youth provides a safe space for Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex, Queer, Same-Sex attracted young
people from the Blue Mountains. Numbers have grown to around a
dozen in attendance each month. New faces appear every few
months and a diverse group of young people attend. Partly social and partly educational, the three
volunteers are active members of the community.
A fundraiser was held by Mount Vic Flicks in May 2018, the third year in a row, with money raised
going to Pink Mountains Youth. Over $1000 was raised and these funds are used to run the group
covering costs such as tea/coffee, biscuits and snacks for each month. Funds are also used for
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promotion of the group for new members, printing of promotional materials and petrol for
distribution.
Long Weekend Festivities:
With an incredible six LGBTIQ+ community events packed into one big weekend, the Blue Mountains
Queen’s Birthday Long Weekend celebrations are an annual landmark on Australia’s queer
calendar. Dancing, hiking, a costume ball, cinema, art and a special youth-oriented event are just some
of queer goings-on.
The Bush Lemons have been holding regular bush walks and camping trips for lesbians since 1996. But
each year on the June Long Weekend, they open their arms to the wider community for their annual
GLBTQ Bushwalk – this year, the walk was a loop following the Charles Darwin Walk to the top of
Wentworth Falls and via the Conservation Hut.
A staple of Australia’s LGBTIQ+ arts scene since 2005, this year’s bentART exhibition kicked off at the
Wentworth Falls School of Arts with an opening night gala on Friday, June 9.
The exhibition continued over the long weekend. Exhibition categories this year included Open, Youth,
New Entrant and Pet ‘Smartphone-ography’, while a total of fourteen Exhibition Awards were up for
grabs for artists.
After last year’s successful event, Pink Mountains Youth
hosted its second annual dance party for young LGBTQISSA+
people from the Blue Mountains! Known as The Glitter Gala,
this dance party is alcohol and drug-free.

The ever-popular Alphabet Soup Cinema’s offering this year was
The Sound of Music sing-along at the Mount Vic Flicks.
Other Initiatives:
The Rainbow Café in Lawson is a great opportunity for a coffee and chat.

Pink Mountains was again represented in this year’s Winter Magic Parade; and at an official stall at the
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras Fair Day.
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The Pink Mountains website continues to run, and a refresh is being assessed for the near future. A
Facebook page and Facebook group are both active with new members joining all the time. The
website and social media channels are used for social connection, information sharing and community
news. The Facebook page has 642 Likes and there are over 1000 members of the Facebook group.
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